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1 
Thisxinvention. relatesv to; radio: antennas; ,. and 

particularly‘ to the: ‘minimization: of,‘ “feed 
through,” or direct; transferrof: radio frequency 
energyrfromione. antennaato -.anotherz nearby, :an 
tenna. 

This. applicationzisza contmuation-in-part of 
‘my application; forr'llnitedi States: Patent I Serial 
No. 665,403.:?led April-.2571, .1946 and.-entitled.~“‘An 
'tenna Systems f’now-abandonedi 

In: certain-ptypesaof radar- systems andradio: 
altimeters;signalssarezradiated from/one antenna 
and picked. up: by ‘ another after re?ection: from 
anaobjec-t-ror. csurface'zwhoseedistance;isrto be de 
termined.‘ It‘v is a‘ generally: necessary a to ~ prevent, 
insofar ' as ;is .possible; .feedé-through *directly from I 
one .antenna- to athefotherwwithoutre?ection from 
the object. At the samatimmthe antennas must 
be "relatively-close together; .inzsome instances-less 
thaniaiiwavelengthuapart. 

Feed-through:- can :bezsubstantially neutralized, 
atany .one'efrequency; various-»~:k~nown methods 
However, in frequency-modulation altimetersand 
the like, theifrequencyq-yaries over-an appreciable 
range, and? neutralization ofrfeedethrough :atzonly 
one frequency iseineffective; 
The principal object-of this-invention ‘is. to ‘pro 

vide improved methods-,rof‘ and" means" for re 
ducing feed-through between vadjacent antennas. 

Another. obj GClkiSZtOLPIYOVidB; inna {system refit-he 
described type,‘ effective reduction of- feed 
through - throughout a1 relatively; wide» frequency 
band rather: thanat 2 only-a single; frequency; 
The invention will :be ‘described with reference 

to the accompanying drawing, wherein: 
Figure-111s; amlanwiewo?an antenna structure: 

embodying therinventiom; 
Figure 2 is. .a sectionsof Figure1~1.._along the-line 

.II-—II of 'Figurel ; and s 
Figure ~ 31‘ is 1~.a-.cross;:.sectional i'view' 01’: another 

embodiment of .ttheinvention. 
The :systemrillustrated Sis 10f the-type :em-ploying 

series. fed dipoles, ‘as: described and: :claimeckin 
copending < U; S. patent application: Serial - ‘ No. 

619,401, ‘?led September 29, .1945 {by 0.11M.’ Wood 
ward; Jr; andientitledr“Antennas.Systems? nowv 
Patent _No;.‘2,_514;1821 dated July'- 11; .1950;- .How 
ever, the utility of the present-inventionisixnot 
limited to this structure; . 
Referring now ‘moron-particularly tohEiguress 1 

and 2, the transmittingantenna l-and;~thea:re 
ceiving; antenna: 3.:- are: substantially identical, 
each comprisingzazpain oftzdipolesz-i and? "and 
5-’ and v1.’ respectively: .. ’,Iihe:radiator:arms.:ofwthe 
dipole .5- area?attwingeshapedisheets; secured: to 
and F-SUPPOItBdIbYYImQ" outer ' conductor: orraacm ~ - 
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2 
.axialtransmission-‘line-9;. A gap ioraslotlil isrpro 
vided: in the outer "conductor of; the. line: 9,; be 
tween the pointsgof' connection of the two-radi 
ators; Thervd-ipole Tis like the dipoleiand is 
similarly connectedzacross azgap I3 in the outer 
,ponductorof theline 9,‘, substantially one—half 
wavelength from :the gap v-I I . 
The 1 upper "end? of (‘the :line "9 r goes-to" a ‘ trans 

mitter; not shown, and: the * transmission line is 
short-circuitednt- itslower end.- This short-cir 
cuit rend ' is: remote ' ~from' the~point I 3 1 a quarter 
line wavelength, and- therefore,v appears as? an 
open-circuit at ‘the point l3, so‘ that the‘ dipoles 
l are theronlyrload seen-by the transmission-line 
at the point I3; v‘The innerconductor includes no 
gaps. A panelikezstructure l 5=acts as -a:re?eotor 
for- the antennas-1 and-'3, and supports *thealines 
viL-and 91.‘ A ‘partition <l»1-.is formed between the 
antennas {I an‘d'g3. 
Rods F 1-9’ of" polystyrene or similar insulating 

materialare?secured ‘near theend of’ eachwing - 
of the dipole-5; extending down (see Fig-urea) 
toward the bottom of~~the pan ‘l5. Aninternally 
threaded bushing ‘LI, in the- bottom: of the pan 
supports-an adjustableisetscrew .23, whose-upper 
end-engages the lower end~of- theerrod 19. Each 
wingof each dipole-inhoth antennas .l:andz3v'is 
provided-with similar‘adjustingemeans; To allow 
adjustment both above and. below‘ the horizontal 
plane in Figure 2, the “wings: may’ beY-bent down 
ward initially, sothat they act asflatsprings 
urgingytherods 19 into engagement with" the 
screws 23. - 

'I'he'adjustment. and :operation ~ of the systemis 
vasiollows: 

Frequency. modulated energy is-rsupplied to the 
line-.9 and radiated-by the antennal; Energy 
picked .up :by - theantenna- 3 appears :on the line 
9' and is applied to a receiver, :not shown. For 

_- purposes" of’ adjustment, the assembly as a whole 
positioned so that: substantially‘ none: of' the 

radiation from’ the antenna 1: will strike any 
nearby re?ectingobjects; Any signal‘ appearing 
on the-line-Bf is then‘caused-Lbyfeed-through. 
Each wingotthe receiving dipolest' and?!’ 

is adjusted-by ‘meansiof'itssetscrew 23'v to-the 
position giving. mini-mumoutputon the line :' 9r’. 
It=will1heapparent that the dipole may befe?'eo 
tively tiltedrwith-respect to- the re?ectorpan 
by running one screwvinaand'the- other'out, or 
mayeberlbentirupginva broad ‘V shape or down in 
aninvertedgvf by moving: both‘screws in-the-same 
direction; 
"In,-praotlce~;.it found that“ both‘ .tiltlngriand 

55~-loendins<: .are:- generally: required? for: minimum 
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feed-through. The reason for this is that the 
antennas I and 3 are so close to each other and 
to the re?ector pan I5 that they act like loops, as 
well as dipoles, partly because substantial ca 
pacity currents ?ow from the tips of the radi 
ators to the pan. The radiation from a loop is 
90° out of phase with that from a dipole carry 
ing the same current.v Thus the coupling be 
tween the antennas ! and 3 comprises two com 
ponents vectorially at right angles to each other. 
By tilting the receiving dipoles 5' and 1', pickup 

4 
adjusted, each wing separately, and in the other 
case a similar adjustment is made if the discs 30, 
3!!’ may be considered as a portion of the pan 
re?ector being brought closer to or further from 
the dipole wings. 

It will be apparent that the invention affords 
simple and readily usable means. fornreducing 

{feed-through over a relatively wide frequency 

caused by one of these components can be Vmini- H 
mized without greatly affecting the ‘pickup 
caused by the other component. Similarly,-bend 
ing up or down will minimize the other com 
ponent. 

Since the tilting and bending adjustments will ‘ ' 
interact on each other to some extent, it is neces 
sary to make one adjustment, then ‘the other, 
and repeat the ?rst, and so on, to achieve mini 
-mum' feed-through pickup by the antenna 3. 

‘ This is followed by a similar sequence of adjust 
-ment of the transmitter antenna l to provide 
minimum ?eld strength at the antenna v1i. 
'Although substantially zero coupling can be 

obtained by critical adjustment of only one of the 
antennas l and 3, it is desirable to adjust both, 
‘thus superimposing the e?ects of the two null 
conditions. This makes the adjustments less 
critical, and affords substantial feed-through re 

‘ duction over a relatively wide frequency band, 
Referring now more particularly torFigure 3, an 

' embodiment is illustrated only in cross sectional 
' view which may comprise a transmitting antenna 

- l and a receiving antenna 3 which are substan 
' tially identical and may be similar to those de 
scribed'in connection with Figure 1 having dipoles 
5, 1 and 5’ and ‘I’ respectively,‘ of which only 5 
and 5' are visible in the viewv of Figure 3. The 
connections at the dipoles maybe made in the 
transmission lines 9 and 9' in a manner similar 
to that of the embodiment of Figures 1 and 2. 

' The same pan-like structure 15 may act as a re 
?ector for the antennas l and 3 and support lines 

' 9 and 9'. A partition I‘! is formed as before be- w 
tween the antennas I and 3. A sheet l8 of 
dielectric material may be molded over the open 
face of the reflector to form a seal against the 
‘elements, thus protecting the antenna and per 
mitting the transmission lines 9 and 9’ to be pres 

} surized or partially evacuated as desired. 
An internally threaded metallic'bushing 2| in 

the bottom of the pan may support adjustable 
"metallic setscrews 23 which support on their up 
per end discs 3D‘. The threaded portion of bush 
ing 2| is' preferably made suf?ciently long and 
close ?tting to'provide certain metallic contact 
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between the setscrews and the bushings 2i and \ 
’ thus with the pin 15. 

The adjustment and operation of the system 
of Figure 3 is somewhat similar to that of Figure 
1. The assembly as a whole is positioned so that 
substantially none of the radiation from antenna 
l strikes any re?ecting objects. Any signal ap 
pearing on the line 9’ is then caused by feed 

' through. Each setscrew 23 (and 23' for antenna 
- 3)' is adjusted to the position giving minimum 
‘output on the line 9'. It may be necessary to 
make the adjustments consecutively and repeti 
tively from setscrew to setscrew. 

The operation of both embodiments may be 
‘ considered as being affected by the change of ca 
pacity between the dipole wings 5, 5’ and the pan 
re?ector l5. In the one case the distancebe 

‘ tween the‘ antenna wings and the pan itself is. 
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band between adjacent ‘antennas, particularly of 
the type employing disc or pan re?ectors. 

' What I claim is: ‘ 

1.;In a radio antenna system including closely 
adjacent transmitting and receiving antennas, 
"each including‘ at least one doublet and a re 
flector,‘ wherein both electric and magnetic cou 
pling exists between said antennas, the method 
of minimizing feed-through comprising the steps 
of tilting one of said doublets as a whole with 
respect to said re?ector to minimize one of said 
components of coupling, bending the arms of said 
doublet with respect to each'other to minimize 
the other of ' said components of coupling, and 
similarly tilting and bending the other of said 
doublets to further reduce said‘respective com 
ponents of coupling. 

2. In a'radio antenna system including a trans 
~mittingrantenna and a receiving antenna closely 
adjacent thereto, each of ‘said antennas including 
at least one doublet, and re?ector means for said 
antennas, the method of‘ minimizing transfer of 
energy between said antennas, comprising the 
steps of tilting each of said doublets as a whole 
to minimize one component of coupling between 
said antennas, and bending each of said doublets 
in a broad V-shape to minimize a second com 
ponent of coupling in quadrature phase with said 
?rst-mentioned component. 

3. A radio antenna system for re?ection-type 
altimeters and the like,~ including a transmitting 
antenna and a substantially identical receiving 
antenna in close proximityv thereto, each of said 
antennas comprising a re?ector in the form of a 
shallow pan and a plurality of doublets adjacent 
and approximately parallel to the bottom of said 
re?ector, each of said doublets including two ?at 
sheet radiator elements; means for adjusting and 
maintaining adjustment of said elements in re 
spective angular positions with respect to said 
re?ector to minimize feed-through between said 
antennas, comprising setscrews supported by said 
re?ector adjacent each of said radiator elements 
and insulating rods connected to said elements 
and in engagement with said setscrews respec 
tively. ' 

4. In a radio antenna system including ap 
paratus for minimizing transfer of energy be: 
tween a transmitting antenna and a receiving 
antenna closely adjacent thereto, each of said 
antennas including at least one doublet and re 
?ector means for said antennas, the improvement 
comprising means for tilting each of said doublets 
as a whole to minimize one component of said 
coupling between said antennas, and means for 
distorting each of said ‘doublets in a broad V 
shape to minimize a second component of cou 
pling in quadrature phase with said ?rst-men 
tioned component. 
5.A radio antenna system for re?ection-type 

altimeters and the like, including a transmitting 
antenna and a substantially identical receiving 
antenna in close proximity thereto, each'of said 
antennas comprising a re?ector in the form of a 
shallow pan and a plurality of doublets adjacent 

' and approximately parallel. to the bottom of said 
reflector, each of ‘said doublets including two 
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ing and maintaining adjustment of said ele 
ments in respective angular positions with re 
spect to said re?ector to minimize feed-through 
between said antennas, comprising mechanical 
actuating means supported by said re?ector ad 
J'acent each of said radiator elements, and insulat 
ing rods connected to said elements and in en 
gagement with said mechanical actuating means 
respectively. 7 

6. In a radiov antenna system, apparatus for 
minimizing transfer of energy between a trans 
mitting antenna and a receiving antenna closely 
adjacent thereto, each of said antennas including 
a doublet with two wings and a re?ector for the 
doublet in front of which re?ector said doublet 
is mounted, the improvement comprising sepa— 
rate mechanical means for each antenna wing 
extending from the re?ector toward each wing 
and independent of the doublet mounting to ad 
just the e?ective distance of the end of each 
wing of the antenna doublets from the re?ector. 

'7. In a radio antenna system, apparatus for 
minimizing transfer of energy between a trans 
mitting antenna and a receiving antenna close 
ly adjacent thereto, each of said antennas in 

'?at sheet radiator elements; means for adjust 
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eluding a doublet having two wings and a re?ector ' 
for the doublet in front of which said doublet is 
mounted, the improvement comprising separate 
mechanical means for each antenna wing ex 
tending from the re?ector toward each wing and 
independent of the doublet mounting to adjust 
the capacitive relationship of each wing of the 
antenna doublet with the re?ector. 
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6 
8. A radio antenna system for re?ection-type 

altimeters and the like, including a transmitting 
antenna and a substantially identical receiving 
antenna in close proximity thereto, each of said 
antennas comprising a re?ector in the form of a 
shallow pan and a plurality of doublets each with 
two wings adjacent and approximately parallel 
to the bottom of said re?ector, each of said 
doublets including two ?at sheet radiator ele 
ments; means for adjusting and maintaining ad 
justment of said elements in respective angular 
positions with respect to said re?ector to mini 
mize feed-through between said antennas, com 
prising mechanical positioning means supported 
by said re?ector adjacent at least some of said 
radiator elements, and adjustable capacitive 
means operatively disposed between said me 
chanical actuating means and said elements. 

VERNON D. LANDON. 
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